
AQUA FINANCE

Aqua Finance is not only for investors but for everyone. AQUA team aims to create utility tokens
which allows holders to get discounts and privileges while at the same time having fun and
making profits in Play-to-Earn model games in Aquarium Land. In other words, AFI holders can
hold an amount of token to get an AQUA membership card permanently and use it in daily life
while also earning profits passively through reflective tokenomics. The AQUA team will
continuously deal with physical businesses to offer co-promotion, starting in Thailand where our
headquarters are. Some of the marketing expenses collected will be used to pay back the
redemption fees to our partners. Furthermore, the AQUA team has developed a dApp which
connects directly to your wallet called “AQUA Privilege” for holders and partners to check and
claim the benefits. The more AFI the holder has, the more advantages they will get.

In addition, due to the token being a reflective token, each transaction (buying / selling /
transferring / wrapping) is subjected to 10% tax. Whenever any AFI transaction occurs, all AFI
holders will receive free AFI (from 3% transaction fee) continuously. This means you can just
hold AFI in your wallet and you will get more AFI in every transaction.

Currently AFI can be used in 3 different ways.
1. Hold AFI for redemption platform (see AQUA Privilege section)
2. Use AFI in Ocean World (see Ocean World section)
3. Use AFI to play Aquarium Land (see Aquarium Land section)
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Along with AFI, there will be a second token that will empower the Aqua Finance ecosystem
greatly - CEA. One of our main projects is the Play-to-Earn games inside Aquarium Land which
will consist of many casual games. These casual games are designed to be fast-pace and
quick-on-the-spot games that you can play anywhere. Although it is possible to play without
much needed help, there may be times when players wish there is a way to make the games
easier- this is where CEA comes in. CEA will be the currency inside the Aqua Finance
ecosystem where you can use CEA to purchase items and goods in the Aquarium Land. CEA
will be available through becoming a liquidity provider and staking in Ocean World. Apart from
buying items and goods in Aquarium Land, CEA is planned to be used to unlock temporary VIP
tier for AFI privileges for non-AFI holders as well.

CEA is planned to be used in 2 different ways
1. Aquarium Land items (See Aquarium Land)
2. Temporary VIP Tier for AFI privileges for non-AFI holders

We are looking forward to many possibilities to create more use case for both AFI and CEA, but
one thing that we always vision ourselves is to become the #1 privilege blockchain token that
allows users to gain access to discounts and privileges worldwide.

Aqua Finance has been developing 4 projects as follow:
1. AQUA Privilege dApp (Status: Launched)
2. Ocean World - AQUA Farm (Status: Launched)
3. Aquarium Land - AQUA Game (Status: Developing - opening in September)
4. AQUA Coupon - AQUA Marketplace (Status: Launched)
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AFI Tokenomics

Name : AFI

Symbol : AFI

Contract : 0x30dfdefe4b5c2ef1bcb82fd1d6e62f9a8580a05a

Networks : Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Total Supply : 200,000,000 AFI Tokens

Max transaction: 400,000 AFI

Buy: PancakeSwap

AFI is a reflective token with all of the total supply circulating in Pancakeswap AMM. AFI is the
pinnacle token that runs everything in the Aqua Finance ecosystem, ranging from holding to use
discounts and privileges from Aqua Finance’s physical partner stores (now available only in
Thailand - See Business Partner section), wrapped into wAFI to yield farm inside Ocean World,
and use as payment for playing the games in Aquarium Land Play-to-Earn platforms. Due to
being a reflective token, all transactions (Buy/Sell/Transfer) are taxed 10% that will be going
towards :

- 2% to marketing & team - team payroll / payback for business partners / marketing
- 3% to all holders - passive income for holders divided according to proportion of holding
- 5% added to Liquidity Pool - to ensure that there is always liquidity
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To illustrate, when you swap from one token to 100 AFI, you will receive 90 AFI. That other 10
AFI will be allocated to Liquidity pool (5%), to AFI holders (3%) and to dev team (2%). Same
thing happens when you swap AFI for another token or transfer AFI to another wallet.

Deep down, the AQUA team concerns a lot about our believers. We have created the
Anti-Whale system. As there are many fishes in the ocean.We protect the benefit of all AQUA
community by set up PURCHASE LIMIT to be no more than 0.2% of the total AQUA in the
ocean (currently, no more than 400,000 AFI)

LPs are locked in another contract, therefore the AQUA Team cannot conduct any transactions
and modify any codes to the Liquidity Pool for AFI/BNB.

NO MORE MINT! Scientifically, we cannot grow mint under the ocean. Our AQUA team also
can’t make that happen. There will also be NO BURN as we plan to implement this project long
term, sending AFI to burn account will create an never ending cycle of burns due to being a
reflective token.

To recap, AFI use cases are the following:
1. Hold AFI for redemption platform (AQUA Privilege dApp)
2. Wrap AFI to yield farm in Ocean World (AQUA Farm & Pool)
3. Use AFI to play Aquarium Land (AQUA mini games)
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AFI Transparency

Ownership Transferred : 0xBdEDc3bFA7EB830D001a89093b470cdD35faa238

Dev Fee / Marketing Wallet : 0x967e0399495c96e656f02404697c94b0c4679eaa
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Wrapped AFI

wAFI Contract Address: 0x7039Eb99215B345588B94BC8830E186C457a8fB3

In order to open possibilities for AFI to be traded freely without being taxed and be added into
the liquidity pool to yield farm without affecting its reflective tokenomics, the AQUA Finance
team will be providing a wrap contract portal where users can swap AFI for wAFI.

wAFI is short for Wrapped AFI which is a standard BEP-20 token that will be minted only when
AFI is sent to the wrapping smart contract. The number of wAFI will be equal to the number of
AFI locked up in the wrapping smart contract.

wAFI’s main use case will be to be put into Pancakeswap Liquidity Pool for yield farming inside
Ocean World and will be the main reward token from Aquarium Land which can then either be
sold into the open market or be unwrap back to AFI.

Please be aware that by wrapping AND unwrapping AFI, holders are still subjected to 10%
reflective tax based on AFI tokenomics, therefore please plan carefully before wrapping or
unwrapping AFI.

Holders can wrap their AFI through this link : https://wrap.aquafinance.live
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Arbitrage Bot

In order to control any price discrepancy between AFI and wAFI, the AQUA Finance team will
implement an Arbitrage Bot that connects to the dev wallet which is the only wallet that will not
be affected by the reflective mechanism.

This arbitrage bot will execute buy/sell orders only when either one of the tokens has 20% price
discrepancy. For instance,

If wAFI price is higher than 20% of AFI price, the bot will send AFI to wrap smart contract
without any fee then execute sell order to sell the wAFI to open market which will cause wAFI
price to drop while at the same time execute AFI buy order to increase the price of AFI

If wAFI price is lower than 20% of AFI price, the bot will execute sell order to sell AFI to market
without any fee which will cause price of AFI to drop while at the same time execute wAFI buy
order to increase the price of wAFI.

The arbitrage bot executes buy/sell orders at random times but will work continuously to ensure
that there is very minimal price discrepancy between AFI and wAFI.

As of now, the arbitrage bot has not been implemented, all arbitrage happens manually.
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CEA Tokenomics

Name : OCEAN

Symbol : CEA

Contract : 0x402bf56d4500f7bc86771390925ff8d059d29842

Networks : Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Total Supply : 500,000,000 CEA Tokens

Max Burn : 250,000,000 CEA Tokens

Buy: PancakeSwap
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While AFI is the token that gives privileges and can be used in the Play-to-Earn games, CEA
will be the main currency that will be used inside the Aqua Finance ecosystem. Use case for
CEA options are but not limited to:

1. Aquarium Land items (see Aquarium Land)
2. Temporary VIP Tier for AFI privileges for non-AFI holders (under development)

Initiating with a fair launch, CEA supply will grow organically through yield farming and staking in
Ocean World for liquidity providers. 78% of supply will be emitted as reward for liquidity
providers. For emission rate, please see details in Ocean World.

10% of total supply will be for marketing and partnership purposes.

4% are reserved for warchest. This wallet will be for any compensation for any issues that may
occur. If there is no issue, this wallet will be reserved for marketing and partnership purposes.

7% are reserved for development fees that are gradually released for 7 months from genesis.
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CEA Transparency

Wallet Marketing & Partnership: 0xbe10f88b53ba8126b7465dac43d334d39055158b

Wallet Development fee (vesting with slow release for 7 months):
0x294e96cc9ecfa6fa1c89a7543f1352c0f3193b25

Wallet Warchest: 0xfc2f0c69915540598404060e0f5deaf65ee10197

Wallet Initial Pool + Airdrop: 0xa543c5aa849919772991deda60ef5edab7228bad

Timelock (8 hours) :
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb961a2d306ea308dd5335b4b7e149888dc5b24710fcdc84dc2c4559e9
eb0a697
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AQUA Privilege dApp

Aqua Finance dApp will be a revolutionary platform that combines blockchains with real world
use cases. AFI holders will have access to the privileges in our partner stores that we have
business deals with. These privileges include but are not limited to discounts, special offers,
upgrades and many more.  For business partner details, see Business Partner section

The dApp will be connected directly to your Binance Smart Chain wallet address and will show
the offers available based on how many AFIs you are holding.

We are currently in a beta testing period where the number of stores available will be limited, but
we are committed to add at least 1 store every single week.

dApp Website: https://privilege.aquafinance.live

For users, this will enable special deals that they don’t have to spend any effort in getting, just
by holding AFI in their wallet, they will automatically get the privileges.

For business partners, the dApp will open up to a wide range of audience that are engaged in
blockchains and cryptocurrencies which will also open up many opportunities for marketing and
Customer Relationship Management (CRM).

Currently this feature is only available in Thailand
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Ocean World - AQUA Farm

Website : https://farm.aquafinance.live

Ocean World, discovered in July 2021, will be the yield farming and staking portal where we will
reward “CEA token” to liquidity providers and stakers. (For more information, please see CEA
Tokenomics)

It’s time to harvest CEA! This will not happen on the ground, but in the deep sea. The total
liquidity pool reward is 78% of total CEA supply or a total of 390,000,000 CEA available as
reward.

To jumpstart the pool, we will be providing the initial pool with 0.5% of total supply which equals
to 2,500,000 CEA. We will also be providing 0.5% of total supply to be distributed exclusively
through airdrop for AFI holders. For more information about the airdrop, please see the Airdrop
section.

The total supply will be available for yield farming for 3 years from the genesis.

There will be 9 genesis farms and pools as follow:
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Farm & Pool x Earn Detail

Native Farm

wAFI - BNB 15x CEA 0.5% Deposit Fee

wAFI - BUSD 10x CEA 0.5% Deposit Fee

CEA Farm

CEA - BNB 50x CEA No Fee

CEA - BUSD 35x CEA No Fee

Other Farm

BUSD - USDT 1x CEA 4% Deposit Fee

BUSD - BNB 2x CEA 4% Deposit Fee

BUSD - CAKE 2x CEA 4% Deposit Fee

Pool

wAFI 2x CEA No Fee

CEA 4x CEA No Fee

Deposit fee will be used for buyback and burn.

*Notice : for AFI holders, make sure to wrap your AFI first to change it to wAFI. The AFIs used
for wrapping are subject to 10% tax due to AFI tokenomics. Unwrapping wAFI to AFI will also be
subject to 10% tax as well. Please plan carefully before proceeding with the wrapping process.

Emission Rate

Based on the proposal conducted on August 13th, 2021
(https://snapshot.org/#/aquafinance.eth/proposal/QmcU8R8f9uH8nGTPdsuhZYZJv6aN7qwYvR
nQRyb9ZAPrWv), the community has decided that in order for CEA price to grow at a healthy
rate, the emission rate will change to the point that the max supply of CEA will be all out by 3
years instead of 1 year after genesis. Thus the rate which CEA emits out also change
accordingly as well with details as follow:
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Month Emission rate
/ Month CEA / Month Percentage CEA / Block CEA / Day

1 12.00% 60,000,000.00 12.00% 69.44 2,000,000.00

2-6 3.20% 16,000,000.00 16.00% 18.52 533,333.33

7-12 2.33% 11,666,666.66 14.00% 13.50 388,888.88

13-18 2.00% 10,000,000.00 12.00% 11.57 333,333.33

19-24 1.66% 8,333,333.33 10.00% 9.64 277,777.77

25-30 1.33% 6,666,666.66 8.00% 7.72 222,222.22

30-36 1.00% 5,000,000.00 6.00% 5.78 166,666.66

Buyback and Burns

To control the supply of CEA to not overflow the market, we have enable many burning
mechanisms which include but are not limited to:

1. buyback from deposit fees
2. Purchases used in Aquarium Land (see Aquarium Land section)
3. Temporary VIP Tier for AFI privileges

The total supply of CEA will be burned until 250,000,000 tokens are left. After all the burns are
completed, any CEA and revenue used for payments from these points on will be given back to
the CEA liquidity providers and stakers.

Happy diving in the oCEAn !
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Aquarium Land - AQUA Play-to-Earn Mini Games

Ever feel bored having to grind exp for your characters in other blockchain play-to-earn games?
We all have that feeling sometimes where we just want games that are quick and on-the-go type
where you can just spend 30 minutes of your time each day to play-and-earn while you’re out
living your life. That’s why the Aqua team decided to take another approach on the play-to-earn
games and develop short mini games portals that you can play at any where, any time while
earning something as well --- introducing Aquarium Land.

Aquarium Land is a portal of casual games operating off-chain that will allow users to play on
both mobile and PC through internet browsers (preferably Google Chrome). The casual games
will require one entry fee of 10,000 AFI which will allow you to play the games 10,000 times (in
other words, 1 game costs 1 AFI). Each game will reward you with AFI for each point you gain
from the game, allowing you to gain rewards very quickly as you progress with the game.

Here are the list of games available right now in Aquarium Land:
1. Flappy Seal (launching 10 September, 2021)
2. Game 2 (launching Q4/2021)
3. Game 3 (launching Q1/2022)
4. Game 4 (launching Q2/2022)

Each game is designed to have a quick game play time, meaning that each game session will
be approximately 1-2 minutes while we also plan to have more complex games that can take up
to 5 minutes max per session.

Each game will have a max limit of times you can play per day which will vary depending on
how complex the games are. These max limits are set to ensure that players can enjoy the
game continuously without feeling burnt out on the games too quickly.

Every game will have its own leaderboard where players will have to compete with each other to
obtain the highest score for every tournament season.

Tournament seasons (starting Q4/2021) will take place every 10 days where the top 10
players will receive NFT rewards that will act as trophies for winning the top positions in
the game. To have a fair distribution of NFT rewards, each wallet account will have a limit
of 3 NFTs receivable from tournaments. Players can open up new accounts with a new
wallet if they so choose to compete in the tournament to achieve the top 10 ranks again.

Each NFT will have points reward based on the rarity of the NFT and if the player carries the
NFTs to the certain amount of points, they will receive some type of buffs in every game inside
the Aquarium Land. For more information, please see the NFTs Reward System section.
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NFTs Reward System (Starting Q4/2021)

We all know that the main purpose of NFT gaming on blockchain is the potential growth of the
NFT marketplace where people buy and sell NFTs to gain some type of benefit in-game. Due to
the fact that the majority of Aquarium Land games are casual mini games that are all off-chain, it
will be difficult to integrate NFTs use case on-chain because it would not be feasible to pay for
gas fees every time a player has to play a game.

Therefore, we have developed a solution to this by allowing players to stake NFTs inside the
Aquarium Land system and gain some type of benefit in-game instead. Each NFTs will have
points associated with it depending on the rarity of the NFTs. The points and rarity of each NFT
and how to get the NFTs will be as follow:

Legendary NFT : 10 points (given through events only)
Epic NFT : 5 points (1st place in each tournament season)
Rare NFT : 3 points (2nd-3rd place in each tournament season)
Uncommon NFT : 2 points (4th-6th place in each tournament season)
Common NFT : 1 point (7th-10th place in each tournament season)

By having points associated with each NFTs, players can stake the NFT inside the Aquarium
Land system to gain NFT points. These NFT points can be compiled up to a certain amount to
unlock some type of benefits in the game such as unlimited item usage. These NFT points will
be used throughout the whole Aquarium Land therefore it is not limited to one game but will
affect every single game. The more NFT points you have, the more benefits you will get in every
game inside Aquarium Land in the future as well.

In each game, there will be a NFT reward point section that provides information on how many
NFT points required to unlock some type of benefits in game.

Aqua Finance NFTs will be minted and registered into Treasureland database, therefore users
can use Treasureland as the main marketplace to buy and sell Aqua Finance NFTs.

AQUA Finance NFTs will have a hard cap at 20,500 tokens, meaning that once the number
of token mints hits the hard cap at 20,500 NFTs, there will be no more NFTs minted.

NFT Hard Cap Amount
Legendary NFT : 500 tokens (#1-500)
Epic NFT : 2,000 tokens (#501-2500)
Rare NFT : 4,000 tokens (#2501-6500)
Uncommon NFT : 6,000 tokens (#6501-12500)
Common NFT : 8,000 tokens (#12501-20500)

The number will be generated at a random sequence.
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Play-to-Earn Reward system

Each game inside Aquarium Land is designed to be fast paced games that will give rewards
based on the points obtained in the game. The rewards given are in forms of AFI where users
can collect AFIs from playing the games

Users can withdraw the rewards from the game when they have collected up to AT LEAST
3,000 AFIs. Anything less than 3,000 AFI then the users cannot claim the AFI from the portal.

To minimize any potential calculation problems, we will allow players to withdraw one static
number per day - 3,000 AFI. This is to ensure that there will be no loopholes in withdrawing
more than what was sent to the server.

Thus, resulting each account will also be able to withdraw only ONCE PER DAY, 3,000
AFI per transaction.

Although the minimum withdrawal is 3,000 AFI, each account can choose to collect up to 5,000
AFI inside their off-chain account, any AFI collected more than that will not be stored. However,
they will still be able to only withdraw 3,000 AFI per day.

Please be aware that rewards withdrawn from the off-chain servers are subjected to 10%
tax due to AFI tokenomics. Therefore when you withdraw 3,000 AFI from the server, you
will only receive 2,700 AFI in your wallet.

The question remains is how did Aqua Finance team manage to give AFI rewards so much
while AFI is already at max supply? The answer lies in tokenomics.

AFI tokenomics indicates that for every transaction that happens inside AFI/BNB LP, every
transaction will be subjected to 10% reflective tax (5% going to LP / 3% going to AFI wallet
holder / 2% going to marketing wallet). We’re utilising the 3% reflective tax to AFI wallet holders
as a way to garner more AFI to be put into the reward pool. Therefore, the more AFI the reward
pool has, the higher AFI the reward pool gets from each transaction.

There are multiple ways that the Aqua team implements to make sure that there is enough AFI
in the reward pool to get the maximum amount of AFI from each transaction which are but not
limited to:

1. 10,000 AFI game entrance fee (paid once by each account)
2. AFI in-game item and accessories gacha chest (paid multiple times)
3. AFI injection from marketing wallet

Once the reward pool has sufficient amount of AFI to start with, each reflective transaction will
increase the number of AFI inside the reward pool, thus making the AFI circulating without
needing to mint new AFI tokens to reward players.
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Flappy Seal (launching 10 September, 2021)

Game type : Platform runner
Points reward : 1 AFI per points received
Max games per day : 30 games
Max points per game : 100 points

Objective : Seal needs to venture through a venomous seaweed valley to get to Atlantis
kingdom, help navigate seal to avoid the venomous seaweed and get to Atlantis safely!

Control : Tap once to start the game. Once the game starts, due to gravity, Seal will fall down to
the sand. Tap on the screen to tell Seal to swim upward to avoid hitting the floor and make sure
you use these tap commands to help Seal navigate through the venomous seaweed and use
items along the way to help make the journey easier. Game ends when Seal’s body touches the
ground, goes up too high above the water level, or touches the venomous seaweed.

Items in game : Items in Flappy Seal are power-ups that are single uses. In each game, Seal
will have 3 item slots that the player can equip from the list of items available. Each item is
designed to help Seal navigate through obstacles easier. Each item has a one time use limit
per game and will be used once equipped. Therefore, even if the game ends before you use
the item, the item will still be considered used.
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The list of items available are :
- Shield - give temporary shield that will protect Seal from death once
- Slow time - give temporary slow time allowing for Seal to navigate cautiously
- Teleport - moves Seal 3 seaweed blocks ahead and reposition, use when in emergency
- Pillar - Destroy 3 pillars in front of seal, making ways for easier navigation
- Minisize - temporary makes Seal smaller, allowing for Seal to avoid easier
- God mode - temporary puts Seal in auto-pilot mode and invulnerable to everything
- Extra Life [Unique] - allows Seal to die once and continue the journey on
- X2 Multiplier [Unique] - Gives 2 points for each point received

*Unique items will be given its own slot, not needing to be put into one of the three slots
available when starting the game. It will be auto-used once equipped.

To obtain the items in game, there will be CEA gacha treasure chests where players will have to
pay CEA to buy. This CEA treasure chest will provide you with a randomized chance of getting
different types of items. There will also be AFI gacha treasure chests which will provide a better
chance of getting items with higher rarity as well.

Accessories in game : Character Skins
In this game, the accessories that will be permanent are character skins. There are currently 9
characters available that can be obtained by using CEA to buy or test your luck with CEA
gacha character boxes. Each character will have a unique item set on its own and not one
character will have the same item set. There are some characters that have better item sets
available to equip therefore it is up to the players to figure out which item set combination works
best at which scenario in the game. Some characters are gacha-exclusive or partner token
exclusive which cannot be obtained by using CEA to buy.

Flappy Seal NFT points [Available Q4/2021]
NFT Points privileges are available for those who staked their NFT inside Aquarium Land, thus
giving a boost to their account. These are the points required to unlock perks that will be
provided based on the total NFT points staked. (see NFTs Reward System for information)

10 NFT Points : Free “Minisize” every game
20 NFT Points : Free “Slow time” every game
30 NFT Points : Free “Teleport” every game
40 NFT Points : Free “Pillar” every game
50 NFT Points : Free “Shield” every game
60 NFT Points : Free “God Mode” every game
70 NFT Points : Free “Extra Life” every game
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Flappy Seal Characters and skill sets:

Character
Model

Character
Name

Character
Size

Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 Skill 4
[Unique]

Seal Large Minisize Slow time Shield Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Killswitch Large Minisize Teleport Pillar Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Octo Medium Pillar Slow Time God mode Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Arnan Medium Teleport Pillar Slow Time Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Neko Medium Minisize God Mode Teleport Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Petu Medium Shield Teleport Pillar Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Bobo Medium Shield Slow Time Minisize Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Goong Medium Teleport Slow Time Minisize Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier

Starfish Small Shield God Mode Pillar Extra Life
OR
X2
Multiplier
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Flappy Seal Item and Character Stores

To make the game more competitive and more fun, we have implemented several ways to
enhance the game experience such as providing multiple characters for players to choose to
play and each character will have its own item skills available to use. In order to obtain these
characters and items, the players will have to use CEA and AFI to buy Gacha Treasure Chest.

Item Store [Single Use] :

Item Treasure Chest 1,000 CEA Chest (get 3 items) 100 AFI Chest (get 4 items)

Item Name Quantity % Chance Quantity % Chance

Minisize 3 20% 3 10%

Slow Time 3 20% 3 10%

Teleport 3 15% 3 10%

Pillar 3 15% 3 10%

Shield 3 10% 3 15%

God Mode 3 10% 3 15%

Extra Life 3 10% 3 15%

X2 Multiplier 1 15%

There will be two gacha chests available to purchase using either AFI or CEA as payment.

For CEA gacha chest, players will receive 3 items at random percentage chance. Each item
received will give the players 3 units of the items, thus giving a total of 9 single-used items with
3 variables for 1,000 CEA (111 CEA per item average). For example, players can pay 1,000
CEA to open a gacha chest and receive 3 Slow Time (20%), 3 Pillar (15%), and 3 God mode
(10% chance). The items received can be used only by characters that have the item’s
skill set.The CEA used to pay for the chest will be sent to a dev wallet address which will later
be sent to burn daily.

For AFI gacha chest, players will receive 4 items at random percentage chance. It will be similar
to CEA gacha chest however with one difference which is the rare X2 Multiplier that the player
will have a 15% chance of receiving one item. This item will not only multiply your points
received by two but will also put you in the competitive edge for the tournament mode. The AFI
paid for AFI chest will be sent to the AFI reward pool wallet to payout as game reward.

The percentage chance of each item and the price of the gacha chest may change depending
on CEA and AFI price.
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Character Store [Permanent to Account]:

Character
Received

Character Size CEA Gacha
(3,000 CEA)
% Chance

Partner Token CEA Direct Buy

FLOP! 50%

Killswitch Large 15% N/A

Octo Medium 5% 30,000

Arnan Medium 5% 30,000

Neko Medium 5% 30,000

Petu Medium 5% 30,000

Bobo Medium 5% 30,000

Goong Medium 5% TBA N/A

Starfish Small 5% N/A

There are two ways that you can receive characters other than Seal to play in the game : either
through testing your luck in CEA Character Gacha Chest or using CEA to directly buy the
character.

For CEA Character Gacha Chest, you can choose to pay only 1/10th of the price of a character
to randomly get one character or get a “FLOP!”. In case you received a “FLOP!” you will receive
one “Pearl” instead. “Pearl” will be an in-game currency that will be used for Character Gacha
Chest only. Collect 5 “Pearl” and you can exchange the 5 pearls for one Character Gacha
Chest.

If for instance you received a character that you already owned from the Character Gacha
Chest, you will also receive a “Pearl” instead.

Some characters are gacha exclusive, such as Killswitch and Starfish, while some characters
are partner token exclusive, such as Goong. For Goong, you will need to acquire some GOONG
token to buy the character instead of CEA.

CEA used for payment in Character Gacha Chest will be sent to a dev wallet address which will
later be sent to burn daily.

The percentage chance of each item and the price of the gacha chest may change depending
on CEA price and if there are new character additions to the game.
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Flappy Seal Play-to-Earn Reward Breakeven Point

Considering that many of the players who play games on blockchain have the same objective
which is to breakeven as fast as possible, anything beyond break even point is profit, we have
made your job easier by calculating the breakeven point for Flappy Seal.

Legend:
Total Average Point per game = the mean of the points you get each game
Total Number of Games Played = the max total number of games played per day (max 30)
Total Points Earned = Total Average Point per game x Total Number of Games Played
AFI Withdrawal = Total AFI Withdrawal max per day (currently at 3,000 AFI per day)
Days until withdrawal = the total number of days required to be able to withdraw AFI (round up)
AFI Sell after Tax = total AFI that the player will receive after 10% tax
Estimated Days until break even (not factoring AFI Price)

Through this formula, as long as you can play for more than 15 points per game, you are
expected to break even within less than 1 month, giving an APR of 1259% constantly if you play
30 games per day (not factoring change in AFI price and gas fees). The more points you scored
each game, the higher the APR.
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AQUA Coupon

AQUA coupon is a marketplace for crypto users. As cryptocurrency are mostly used in
blockchains, there are very limited ways that they can be cash out into real world usages. We
aim to eliminate this problem by connecting between blockchain users and physical stores
through usage of AQUA coupon. The AQUA team will be connecting with our business partners
in delivering their products and services into blockchain technology by using AQUA coupon as a
medium of payment.

Users can choose to use any of the three stablecoins that have been listed in Thailand’s
centralized exchanges consisting of USDT / BUSD / USDC. The purpose of using only these
three stablecoins as because there are law restrictions that permit the usage of only centralized
exchange listed coins as a medium of transaction. To minimize any potential gains/loss from the
value of the token, we choose to accept only stablecoins.

Users can then choose what type of services or what products they want and AQUA Finance
will automatically deliver the stablecoins to our business partners to fulfill the order.

AQUA coupon is available only in Thailand : https://coupon.aquafinance.live/
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AQUA Charity

When AFI was launched, the team kept 1% of total supply (2,000,000 AFI) as we strongly intend
to do for charity. We will gradually cash out to buy stuff and give them to hospitals, poor children
and welfare.

For the first donation , we gave 100 PPE and 15,000 masks to Siriraj Hospital on 4th June 2021.

Secondly, AQUA x Sobta cafe donated some drinks and food to those who were waiting to cure
and test for covid-19.
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AQUA Roadmap

Phase 0: AFI Launch
Launch AFI token
Create social channels: Telegram/Twitter/Medium/Reddit/Facebook
Page/Instagram/Discord
List on PancakeSwap
Donate for charity
Airdrop for AFI holders (Get AFI, GOONG)

Phase 1: Utility Token & Redemption Platform
Develop the Redemption Platform
Deal with business partners (at least 4 businesses for pilot test)
Introduce “AQUA Privilege dApp”
Collect feedback and debug (for pilot test)
Launch marketing news
Deal with more business partners

Phase 2: Aquarium Land & Ocean World
Launch “Aquarium Land” or AQUA mini games
Develop game system & Privilege system
Airdrop for AFI holders (Get CEA)
Launch “Ocean World” or AQUA farm
Launch “Aqua Coupon”
Donate for charity
Approach to an audit
Listing on Coingecko

Phase 3: AFI & CEA
Develop AFI & CEA ecosystem
Approach to an audit
Deal with large corporate to achieve real use case for AFI utility token
Listing on Coinmarketcap
Develop gaming platform
Upgrade the redemption platform
Introduce “New Hidden Project”
Donate for charity
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Roadmap for utility token

Phase 0
- Develop dApp for redemption (both users & partners)
- Activity and marketing in order to introduce the redemption platform
- dApp beta testing for selected partner stores
- Clarify term & condition to access redeem system

Phase 1 (We are here!)
- dApp Live Version for all stores
- 10-30 business partners (Focus on small business)
- Support team for both users and businesses
- Niche Marketing & Promotion Target Group
- Clarify term & condition to access redeem system

Phase 2
- 30-50 partners (Focus on small to medium business)
- Apply tier system - Hold higher AFI , get higher privilege
- Segmented Marketing & Promotion Target Group

Phase 3
- More than 100 partners (Focus on medium to large business)
- Upgrade dApp with better functionality
- Adjust tier system - Hold higher AFI, get higher privilege
- Mass Marketing & Promotion Target Group
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FAQ & Guide

1. How to buy AFI?

Direct link to buy on PancakeSwap
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x30dfdefe4b5c2ef1bc
b82fd1d6e62f9a8580a05a

2. How to use “AQUA Privilege” dApp?

dApp Website: https://privilege.aquafinance.live
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AQUA team

We are a tech startup company. One of our shareholders is a big real estate company in
Thailand. We will implement AFI token as a special ticket with our shareholders’ projects. So, it
is possible that the holders can hold the amount of AFI token to get the privilege to access
presale, facility and reservation for the real estate company.

Job Vacancy

We are looking for a solidity developer and a marketing officer!
If you are interested to be our team, feel free to contact us.
Email : dolph@aquafinance.live
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Development Partner

AQUA team x Tokenine
Tokenine is one of the famous blockchain specialists in Thailand. Tokenine will help to develop
Ocean World (or AQUA farm), which will be released in July.

Tokenine website : https://tokenine.co
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AQUA Team X Zfarm
Aqua Finance partners with Zfarm to create a more diverse portfolio of pools available for users
from both sides to stake to earn.
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Business Partner

We have more than 20 business partners in both AQUA Privilege and AQUA Coupon.

Cafe & Restaurant

Snack & Dessert

Gadget
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Leisure

Health & Fitness

Others

The AQUA team has been working hard to deal with business partners !

If you are interested to be our partner, feel free to contact us.
Email : dolph@aquafinance.live
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Airdrop (Status: Completed)

1) Airdrop for AFI Holder 2,500,000 CEA Tokens (Status: in process)
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Listing

AQUA team has requested for listing in the following platform;
- Coingecko
- Coinmarketcap

However, we are waiting for their reply!

Audit

Once we launch “Ocean World” (or AQUA farm), we will submit an audit.
- Rugdoc  (Completed)
- PeckShield
- Certik
- Inspex

Social Media

Telegram (Thai): https://t.me/aqua_finance_thailand
Telegram (International): https://t.me/aqua_finance_International
Telegram (Announcement): https://t.me/aqua_finance_announcement
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AquaFinanceThailand
Line official account: @aquafinance
Twitter: https://twitter.com/aqua_finance
Medium: https://aqua-finance.medium.com/
Discord: https://discord.com/invite/c5QTPhYCV4
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/financeaqua/

GitHub: https://github.com/aqua-finance
GitHub Farm: https://github.com/AquaFinanceLive/aqua-uikit
GitBook: https://aquafinance-dolph.gitbook.io/aqua-finance/
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